ST9001W Workstation

Super new range, super new features

Triple drawer storage

Our Supertub designers have been very busy. They’ve been talking to customers about how to improve
life in the laundry then turning the ideas into wonderful reality. This new range of Supertubs gives you
more style, better storage and special features that make laundry jobs easier.

Full-width cupboard storage

Super style from every angle. Here’s what we’ve
done to improve the look of Robinhood Supertubs,
and innovations to make laundry tasks easier.

° Superb satin finish

For this range of Supertubs, we’ve gone away

°

finish looks more stylish and is less likely to show
fingerprints and other marks.

° Tidier hose apertures

Goose-neck tap
Single lever mixer tap

improved. Taps are now mounted

Two handle mixer tap

on a flat surface, which makes it

Washing machine hose tap
connections

There’s one oval aperture
that fits the water inlet
hoses and another for the
waste water hose. The
aperture is larger than it was so even supersized
hoses will go through.
There are apertures on both
sides so you can configure
your Supertub left or right.
There’s also a new cover
plate that discreetly covers
the apertures on the side
that isn’t in use.

° Our taps are both stylish and practical

Depending on the tub you choose, the tap will be a
single-handed gooseneck (great for bucket filling),
a single-handed mixer (one finger operation) or hot
and cold tap handles with a single spout (suitable
for lower water pressure water systems).

ST3201

ST3101

STSLIMTAP

Innovation in the laundry. The new range for 2010.

Side apertures for washing
machine hoses
Satin finish powder-coated
galvanised steel cabinet

we’ve hidden them from view to keep the look of

Adjustable rubber feet

your laundry simple and streamlined.

Seamless stainless steel bowl
Console model

We cleaned up the way the
hoses go into a Supertub.

ST3701

P trap to prevent drain odours

mounted on a console have been

Nobody needs to see washing machine taps, so

ST6001SLIM

Flexible water hoses for
connection to wall plumbing

Supertub models that have a tap

° Hidden washing machine taps

ST6001

Single drawer storage with
chrome basket inside

Works with all water pressures
(minimum 10psi)

from high gloss. The new powder coated satin

ST7001SLIM

Double drawer storage

Level tap mount for console options

easier to fill buckets.

ST7001

° Doors are now extra rigid

Our doors are now made from two layers of
powder-coated galvanised steel with a layer of
polystyrene in between.
They’re more substantial
and a pleasure to use.
The doors have two simple
magnetic catches. No
more fiddly clips. Easy

Optional splashback
Width (mm)

1200

560

350

560

350

560

560

560

350

Depth (mm)

562

562

562

562

562

562

562

562

562

Height (mm)

900–920 (adjustable feet enable 20mm variation in height)

Splashbacks (sold as an accessory)
Standard splashback
Premium splashback
Width (mm)

1200

560

560

560

560

560

Height (mm)

360

360

360

360

360

360

open, easy close.

° Doors are wider and reversible

And that means improved access to storage space.
Bulky, odd-shaped items are easier to get in and
out. And the doors are easily reversible for left or

STCL1

STSLIM1

Full size cabinet with
40 litre tub and reversible
cupboard door

Extra-compact cabinet with
24 litre tub and reversible
cupboard door

A range of handy components
for laundries that have existing
taps and washing machine
connections.

right opening.
ile lip for built-in good looks and wet
° Tarea
protection

Width (mm)

560

350

Models without a console, have a lip designed to

Depth (mm)

450

558

be either covered with a Supertub splashback,

Height (mm)

900–920 (adjustable feet enable 20mm variation in height)

or be tiled over. Not only will your Supertub look
like an integrated part
of your laundry, but

For installation instructions, fit-out sheets and
product specifications, call our Customer Service
Centre on 0800 760 667 or visit www.robinhood.co.nz

Due to ongoing research and development, the manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications without notice. If specifications are important to end
use, please ask your merchant. Terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Brochure issued May 2010.

more importantly, water
splashes will naturally
drain into the bowl. It also

° Tub taps are central

makes it simple to clean

www.robinhood.co.nz

In keeping with new laundry design trends, we’ve

by just wiping down with a

0800 760 667

centralised the taps and spouts. Perfect symmetry!

damp cloth.

enquiries@robinhood.co.nz
13 Sir William Ave,
East Tamaki, Auckland 2140
Parbury Building Products (NZ) Limited

1RHST0510

Choose the Supertub that’s right for you
Looking for maximum storage?
These three Supertubs take storage to new dimensions.
The ST9001W workstation has three wide drawers for
everything from shoe-polishing gear to household cleaners.

ST3701

ST3201

ST3101

Family-sized tub with full-width door,

Family-sized tub with full-width door,

Family-sized tub with full-width door,

storage cupboard and single-handed

storage cupboard and two-handle mixer

storage cupboard and single-handed

mixer tap.

tap suitable for low

mixer tap.

pressure water.

Other storage-friendly choices include the ST7001 with

Stylish splashbacks
A splashback serves several purposes – it protects your laundry paintwork from water damage,
it stops splashed water from running down the wall to the floor, and it gives your laundry a touch
more style. Our splashbacks fit all family-size, non-console Supertubs.
Available in white powder-coat satin finish, you can choose a standard splashback or the premium

two drawers, and the ST6001, which comes with one

splashback with hanging rail and chrome storage basket.

huge drawer and a chrome wire basket (inside)
– a real multi-task storage solution.

ST9001W & SB1200
Deluxe laundry workstation featuring three
giant storage drawers with compartments
and single-handed gooseneck tap.
Optional SB1200 add-on includes splashback
with rail and two chrome baskets.

ST7001

ST6001

Family-sized tub with

Family-sized tub with single drawer storage, chrome wire

double drawer storage

storage basket (inside) and single-handed mixer tap.

and single-handed
gooseneck tap.

ST7001SLIM
Slim tub for smaller laundries. Double
drawer storage and single-handed
mixer tap.

ST6001SLIM

STSLIMTAP

Slim tub for smaller laundries. Single
drawer storage, chrome wire storage
basket (inside) and single-handed
mixer tap.

Super-compact tub with full-width door,
cupboard storage and single-handed
mixer tap.

Built in connections reduce plumbing costs
Traditionally plumbers install separate connections for a tub
and a washing machine but with a Supertub your washing
machine hooks up to the hot and cold water supply from the
integrated connections inside. There’s no need for the second
set of wall outlets saving time, effort and cost on the plumbing.
Your Supertub also takes care of the waste water
without hooking a hose over the edge of the tub.
All Supertubs cleverly incorporate
a waste water pipe that empties
directly to the drain via the P trap.
It means you can use the washing
machine even when you’re soaking
something in the tub.

Illustration represents how the hoses are connected.
The size and position of the hose apertures is different for new models.

With a Supertub
your laundry will
need only one set
of hot and cold water
inlets from the wall

